PATIENT-CENTERED CARE
Care for the “Whole Person” through an understanding of and respect for culture, unique needs, preferences and values.

COORDINATED CARE
Our patient care team coordinates care across the health system with efficient care transitions.

2nd FLOOR PRIMARY CARE TEAM

PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS
Mark Ackerman MD  
Edith Flores MD  
Andrea Roman MD  
Monique Vaillancourt NP  
Renee Vasquez NP

LEAD CLINIC SUPPORT
Caroline Lee LVN

SCHEDULING/REFERRALS
Jeanne Hanna

SPECIALTY CARE TEAM

Afra Fatu NP  
Lynn Fukumoto NP  
Jaime McKenney MD  
Carol Chen MD  
Deneka Burford LAC  
Jennifer Nadeau LAC

LEAD CLINIC SUPPORT
Nafi Vega MA  
Sara Doshi LVN  
Catherine Mucu LVN  
Shante Threatt MA  
Andrey Martinez LVN

SCHEDULING/REFERRALS
Felicia Paszek  
Maria Derbigny

3rd FLOOR PRIMARY CARE TEAM

PRIMARY CARE PROVIDERS
Lawrence Adler MD  
Fara Amezqueta NP  
Manuel Diaz DO  
Samuel Elias MD  
Bakir Naderi PA  
Amy Peng MD  
Javier Tiscareno NP

LEAD CLINIC SUPPORT
Teresa Ramos MA

SCHEDULING/REFERRALS
Michelle Camilo

SCHEDULING/REFERRALS
Felicia Paszek  
Maria Derbigny

SPECIALTY CARE TEAM

Anca Fatu NP  
Lynn Fukumoto NP  
Jaime McKenney MD  
Carol Chen MD  
Deneka Burford LAC  
Jennifer Nadeau LAC

LEAD CLINIC SUPPORT
Nafi Vega MA  
Sara Doshi LVN  
Catherine Mucu LVN  
Shante Threatt MA  
Andrey Martinez LVN

SCHEDULING/REFERRALS
Felicia Paszek  
Maria Derbigny

ALL STUDENTS WILL BE CARED FOR BY ONE OF THE PRIMARY CARE TEAMS

NURSING

Judy Drep RN  
Brandon Holswell RN  
Diana Olivo RN  
Jessica Ware RN  
Nicolle Van Koven LVN

U SEE LA OPTOMETRY

Karen Yeung  
Annie Chang  
Helen Yang  
Diana Hirota

COMPREHENSIVE CARE
Address physical, mental, acute, chronic and preventative health care needs.

ACCESSIBLE SERVICES
Access to 24/7 care with various services, including options when our center is closed (telemedicine, extended hours, after hours nurse line, and more.

PHYSICAL THERAPY

Katie Creamer DPT  
Kanna Hobbs DPT  
Alyda Kunz DPT  
Christian Lee DPT  
Kristin Neilsen DPT

SCHEDULING
Autumn Maitney

LABORATORY

Breanna Baniolas CPT  
Michael Borio CPT  
Analucia Prather CPT

RADIOLOGY

Marleen Garcia RT  
Marlon Mercado RT

QUALITY & SAFETY
Patient surveys/satisfaction/focus groups, population health management evidence-based medicine and quality improvement activities.